Review of Major Social Determinants of Health in Schizophrenia-Spectrum Psychotic Disorders: III. Biology
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Background: Social determinants of health (SDoHs) are nonmedical factors that significantly impact health and longevity. We found no published reviews on the biology of SDoHs in schizophrenia-spectrum psychotic disorders (SSPD).

Study Design: We present an overview of pathophysiological mechanisms and neurobiological processes plausibly involved in the effects of major SDoHs on clinical outcomes in SSPD.

Study Results: This review of the biology of SDoHs focuses on early-life adversities, poverty, social disconnection, discrimination including racism, migration, disadvantaged neighborhoods, and food insecurity. These factors interact with psychological and biological factors to increase the risk and worsen the course and prognosis of schizophrenia. Published studies on the topic are limited by cross-sectional design, variable clinical and biomarker assessments, heterogeneous methods, and a lack of control for confounding variables. Drawing on preclinical and clinical studies, we propose a biological framework to consider the likely pathogenesis. Putative systemic pathophysiological processes include epigenetics, allostatic load, accelerated aging with inflammation (inflammaging), and the microbiome. These processes affect neural structures, brain function, neurochemistry, and neuroplasticity, impacting the development of psychosis, quality of life, cognitive impairment, physical comorbidities, and premature mortality. Our model provides a framework for research that could lead to developing specific strategies for prevention and treatment of the risk factors and biological processes, thereby improving the quality of life and increasing the longevity of people with SSPD.

Conclusions: Biology of SDoHs in SSPD is an exciting area of research that points to innovative multidisciplinary team science for improving the course and prognosis of these serious psychiatric disorders.
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Introduction

The importance of social and environmental factors for health has been known for millennia. Ancient Greeks defined health as a state of dynamic equilibrium between internal and external environment. Yet medicine has traditionally focused on assessments and interventions based on within-patient factors. Recently, the World Health Organization highlighted the contribution of nonmedical social determinants of health (SDoHs) such as childhood trauma, poverty, social isolation, and discrimination including racism, to health and healthcare disparities, and stressed a need for a more comprehensive approach to health.
for complementing public health policies.\textsuperscript{2–4} Alternatively, and as a complement to genome and other omics,\textsuperscript{5} introduced the concept of Exposome—a cumulative measure of environmental exposures and corresponding biological responses that can be derived from biological samples including blood, urine, and tissues.\textsuperscript{6} For both SDoHs and Exposome, the lists of proposed social factors have grown several folds.\textsuperscript{7,8} In the past, many schizophrenia researchers expected that genetics would explain most of the risk for this illness, and that social factors had little relevance in this regard. Heritability estimates from family studies are only partially explained by genetics, because discordance in SSPD occurs in roughly 50\% of identical twin pairs.\textsuperscript{9}

The exposome approach encompasses a life-course perspective from conception onwards and its impact on illnesses including schizophrenia.\textsuperscript{10} Similarly, the SDoH literature suggests these factors are associated with higher rates of schizophrenia-spectrum psychotic disorders (SSPD) and worse outcomes.\textsuperscript{11,12} Yet, how the SDoHs or the exposome biologically impact health in people with SSPD has received inadequate attention. In addition to characteristics of mental health (eg, positive and negative symptoms, long-term course, and psychotic relapses), health in SSPD includes cognitive functioning and physical health. Schizophrenia is notably characterized by high physical comorbidity including accelerated biological aging and a 15- to 20-year shorter lifespan compared to the general population. In recent decades, this longevity gap has increased, possibly because of worse access to healthy social and environmental factors in people with SSPD.\textsuperscript{13} Long-term use of antipsychotics, especially atypicals, increases the risk of metabolic syndrome and heart disease, which contribute to premature mortality in patients with schizophrenia.\textsuperscript{14–17}

The accompanying scoping review\textsuperscript{18} has focused on published studies of 9 major SDoHs in SSPD. Of these factors, at least some research has been conducted on early-life adversities, social disconnection, racism, poverty, migration, disadvantaged neighborhoods, and food insecurity, related to possible biological mechanisms through which these SDoHs might impact health outcomes. However, we did not find relevant neurobiological investigations of the other 2 major SDoHs—viz., homelessness and incarceration. Although some studies have reported damaging effects of incarceration on brain functioning,\textsuperscript{19,20} we found no such studies in people with SSPD.

**Methods**

We found no published review article with “biology of SDoHs in schizophrenia” in their titles or keywords. Therefore, we qualitatively reviewed and summarized the literature on biology relevant to each specified SDoH in SSPD, including investigations done in persons without SSPD or in animals. Given the broad scope of the topic of biology of SDoHs relevant to SSPD, we have sought to provide an overview and a selective review of the literature.

**Results**

Below, we discuss a putative framework for considering the biological effects of SDoHs in persons with SSPD. Figure 1 presents a proposed schema of the pathogenesis of adverse effects of SDoHs on clinical outcomes in SSPD through pathophysiological mechanisms impacting neurobiological processes. Table 1 lists these components of the framework along with appropriate assessment measures. While some of these mechanisms are not directly based on empirical evidence in SSPD patients, there is indirect supportive evidence available from other human and animal studies. The main clinical outcome considered is the development of an SSPD, although secondary outcomes such as physical comorbidities and cognitive impairment are also important. Adverse clinical outcomes can exacerbate SDoHs, creating a vicious cycle. The framework presents, “in principle,” potential relations between SDoHs and biology, and should be considered a framework to guide future research on SSPD.

Below, we describe, systemic pathophysiological processes that affect various tissues and organs in the body, and neurobiological mechanisms that affect the nervous system, which are plausibly involved in the biological impact of SDoHs on SSPD. We summarize each of these constructs with a brief description and suggested assessment method/s, followed by a discussion of the reported associations between these constructs and SSPD-related SDoHs.

**Systemic Pathophysiological Processes**

**Social Epigenetics.** The emerging field of social epigenetics concerns the molecular processes that modulate gene expression in response to exposures, including social environment. The main epigenetic processes studied which modify the expression of genes are DNA methylation (DNAm), histone modification, and the actions of noncoding RNA. Like DNA, epigenetic mechanisms are essential for cell functioning, but unlike DNA, epigenetic processes are metastable and can change over development. Some epigenetic patterns controlling gene expression may be inherited across generations. Conserved changes in global methylation and gene expression are observed across tissues in association with age, including the brain.\textsuperscript{21} The methylation profile in blood can serve as an “epigenetic clock” to compute an individual’s biological age, which may differ from their chronological age,\textsuperscript{22} with positive and negative life exposures contributing to variations in methylation profiles. DNA sequences have a very high fidelity of transmission across generations except for a small number of de novo point mutations arising...
in each generation. These new mutations contribute to serious psychiatric disorders such as SSPD. Mutations can disrupt the genes involved in epigenetic regulation or methylation binding sites to produce phenotypes analogous to epigenetic effects.

**Early-Life Adversities** Epigenetic effects from early-life stress have large effects in shaping neural circuit development and increase risk for subsequent psychopathology. Previous explanatory models included the “Developmental Origins of Disease,” which associates prenatal and early-life stressors with health outcomes, and the “Weathering” hypothesis, which considers how lived experiences of adversity, including marginalization and racism, cause physiological dysregulation, and accelerated aging. Current studies specifically support the stress-sensitive methylation of neurotransmitter signaling pathways that impact genes involved in neuronal survival, such as BDNF, and inflammatory pathways.

**Social Disconnection** Social disconnection can alter gene expression at any time in life, thus impairing neurobehavioral social processes in genetically susceptible individuals. Human and animal (voles, macaques) studies indicate that the susceptibility to negative effects of social adversity is associated with differential methylation or expression of the oxytocin receptor genes or serotonin transporter genes.

**Allostatic Load.** Allostatic load is a multisystem construct measuring the cumulative burden of stress on the body marked by physiological dysregulation. Unlike positive or tolerable stress, toxic stress results from strong, frequent, or prolonged activation of stress response systems. Persistent biological disruptions during developmentally sensitive periods can result in enduring structural changes and/or physiologic dysregulations leading to problems in physical, mental, and cognitive health. The most common index of allostatic load consists of 6 biomarkers: Cortisol, epinephrine, norepinephrine, systolic and diastolic blood pressure, and body mass index.

**Early-Life Adversities** Early, cumulative, and prolonged stress activation due to chronic aversive life conditions like greater neighborhood disadvantage in childhood or worsening neighborhood conditions over maturation predispose a person to psychosis, by increasing allostatic load.

**Racism** Various forms of discrimination, raising allostatic load, are seen throughout life at higher rates among Black women in the United States. Maternal and fetal obstetrical complications including infections, maternal inflammation and stress, depressed fetal intrauterine growth, and fetal hypoxia are associated with
Table 1. Clinical and Biological Measures for Constructs in the Proposed Model of the Effects of SDoHs on Outcomes in SSPD

(I) Social Determinants of Health (SDoHs)
- Early-Life Adversities: Childhood Trauma Questionnaire; Composite International Diagnostic Interview; Bullying and Friendship Interview Schedule; Hospital Records
- Social disconnection: Social Network Interview Schedule; WHO Quality of Life Scale Social Relationship subscale; (Modified) Social Support and Social Network Interview; Patterson Psychosocial Kinship Inventory
- Racism and other forms of discrimination: Perceived Racism Scale; Experience of Discrimination scale; Everyday Discrimination Scale; Perceived Ethnic Discrimination Questionnaire—Community Version, with a Lifetime Exposure Discrimination subscale
- Poverty: Direct Poverty Measure (income-based, official), Supplementary Poverty Measure (non-income resources based)

(II) Systemic Pathophysiological Processes (with Biomarkers):
- Social epigenetics: DNA methylation (DNAm), Transposable Elements (TE)
- Allostatic Load: Cortisol, Epinephrine, Norepinephrine, Sytotic and Diastolic Blood pressure, Body Mass Index (BMI)
- Accelerated Inflammaging: hs-CRP, IL-6, IL-8, TNF-α, Telomere Length, and Epigenetic markers
- Microbiome: Alpha and Beta Diversity, Specific microbial species (relative abundance)

(III) Neurobiological Mechanisms (with Biological Assessments):
- Brain Structural Changes: Structural MRI
- Brain Functional Changes: Functional neuroimaging including fMRI, SPECT, PET, DTI
- Neurochemical Changes: Oxytocin, Cortisol, and BDNF Neuroplasticity: NMDA Receptor activity

(IV) Schizophrenia Phenotype or Clinical Outcomes
- Symptoms of psychosis: Positive and Negative symptoms: Scales for Assessment of Positive and Negative Symptoms (SAPS and SANS, resp.)
- Cognitive impairments: MATRICS neurocognitive battery quality of Well-Being: Medical Outcomes Study—Short Form-36 (MOS-SF-36)
- Comorbidities and Premature Mortality: Cumulative Illness Rating Scale (CIRS)

SSPD, Schizophrenia-Spectrum Psychotic Disorders; SDoHs, Social Determinants of Health.

Increased risk of SSPD in the offspring. These have been attributed to SDoHs including environmental exposures, neighborhood factors, discrimination, and stress. Black and Latinx women demonstrate lower cortisol levels and blunted cortisol response because of chronic exposure to discrimination and structural inequity. Cortisol is essential for fetal development, and low cortisol in late pregnancy is associated with greater risk of schizophrenia in the offspring.

Migration Migrants and refugees have an increased risk of SSPD, likely conferred pre-, peri-, and post-migration, from allostatic load caused by the trauma of forced migration, human rights violations, poverty, reduced healthcare access, economic limitations, and adverse interactions with the host culture.

Accelerated Inflammaging. Inflammaging refers to an increase in systemic chronic inflammatory status that accelerates the biological aging process. SSPD is associated with accelerated aging, evidenced by multiple comorbidities with aging-related diseases such as diabetes, hypertension, and heart disease, resulting in premature mortality. This is driven largely by systemic inflammation and immune dysfunction, leading to a pro-inflammatory geno-pheno-type. Several studies have reported increased levels of biomarkers of inflammation in SSPD. A meta-analysis of studies of telomere length in leukocytes comparing individuals with schizophrenia and healthy controls showed mixed results. The difference between biological and chronological age is assessable by epigenetic “clocks,” which measure the degree of methylation at thousands of CpG sites. Measures of accelerated biological aging include blood levels of cytokines (hs-CRP, IL-6, IL-8, and TNF-α), telomere length, and epigenetic markers.

Social Disconnection The neuro-immune sequelae of social disconnection and social isolation are demonstrated in human and animal studies. In adult rhesus macaques living in a large outdoor field colony of 80–100 peers, individuals relocated to indoor single housing showed a 30%–50% reduction in circulating immune cells with upregulated pro-inflammatory monocytes and a 10%–20% reduction in Type I interferon antiviral gene expression. These immunological consequences of social isolation emerged within 48 hours and persisted for at least 2 weeks, resulting in markedly increased viral replication in blood cells and solid tissues. Social isolation is known to be associated with worse mental, cognitive, and physical health in SSPD, including greater mortality.

Racism Consonant with the weathering hypothesis mentioned above, persistent exposure to discrimination has been reported to predict inflammation leading to greater comorbidity, although the evidence regarding inflammation was inconsistent. A recent study found evidence supporting a link between discrimination among minoritized individuals and markers of inflammation—ie, IL-6, CRP, and fibrinogen. In Australian youth from Indigenous or ethnic minority backgrounds, racial discrimination was associated with increased BMI, waist circumference, systolic blood pressure, IL-6 and, marginally with TNF-α, after adjusting for sociodemographic covariates.

Microbiome The microbiome refers to the collection of microorganisms—including bacteria, archaea, microbial eukaryotes, fungi, and viruses—that inhabit the human body and that group's genetic content. The microbial composition is impacted by pregnancy course, nutrition, stress, infections, medications, and other factors. Dysbiosis, or disruption of the gut microbial community,
is associated with chronic inflammatory conditions. A healthy microbiome has potent anti-inflammatory effects that may mitigate epigenetic mechanisms signaling inflammation and accelerated aging.\textsuperscript{59,60} Gut microbiome-brain axis represents a network of chemical transmitters, neural connections, and immune signals facilitating bidirectional communication between gut microbiota and brain.\textsuperscript{61,62} Studies show significant inverse associations between food insecurity and cognitive function, particularly for general cognition and executive function.\textsuperscript{63} Although these studies did not include people with SSPD, both food insecurity and cognitive impairment are common in SSPD.

**Social Disconnection** Microbial transfer between community members can promote fitness, and children raised in crowded households have higher microbial diversity, which is associated with better health.\textsuperscript{64} Social isolation, common in SSPD, may reduce microbial diversity and contribute to worse health. In a study of 184 community-dwelling older adults, within-subject gut microbial diversity correlated negatively with loneliness and positively with wisdom, compassion, social support, and social engagement.\textsuperscript{65}

**Disadvantaged Neighborhoods (Urbanicity and Lower Socioeconomic Status)** Built environments in biodiverse settings are more likely to have environmental microbes beneficial to the immune system.\textsuperscript{66} However, antimicrobial medications reduce microbial diversity. The “hygiene hypothesis” suggests that increased antimicrobial use leads to higher incidences of allergies and autoimmune conditions.\textsuperscript{67} Thus, an increasingly urbanized life could affect the microbiome and in turn, the immune dysregulation associated with SSPD.

**Food Insecurity** Food intake affects microbiota directly. Increased fiber consumption is associated with gut microbiota-mediated protection against chronic inflammation, but such diets are less accessible to low-income and marginalized groups with food insecurity.\textsuperscript{68,69} TMAO (Trimethylamine-N-oxide), a compound linked to atherosclerosis and cardiovascular disease, is usually acquired through red meat.\textsuperscript{70} Nguyen et al.\textsuperscript{71} reported that individuals with schizophrenia had significantly lower loads of the enzyme that metabolizes TMAO. Additionally, upregulation of pathways related to short-chain fatty acid synthesis and tryptophan metabolism are associated with the schizophrenia gut microbiome.\textsuperscript{72}

**Neurobiological Mechanisms**

**Structural Brain Changes.** Brain structural changes are typically assessed with MRI.

**Childhood Poverty** Reviews of the literature link childhood poverty to detrimental effects on neural development, using cross-sectional MRI data\textsuperscript{73} and heightened risk of later psychopathology, including psychotic symptoms.\textsuperscript{74,75} Perhaps due to “exposomal” factors,\textsuperscript{8} studies using MRI at one timepoint indicate youth living in poverty show lower total cortical brain volume, especially in prefrontal and subcortical regions, including hippocampus and amygdala, and altered connectivity between these regions.\textsuperscript{76–78} The North American Prodromal Longitudinal Study of youth at clinical high risk for psychosis showed in cross-sectional data that poverty was associated with lower hippocampal volume,\textsuperscript{79} and deprivation, in contrast to the experience of abuse, was associated with smaller cortical and right hippocampal volumes.\textsuperscript{80} A cross-sectional study examining chronic symptoms in 596 Latinx Americans reported qualitatively positive association between income and relative hippocampal volume in schizophrenia patients, but a negative association in controls.\textsuperscript{81} A recent large population-based Adolescent Brain Cognitive Development study, using cross-sectional data, found that global structural impairments, especially in volume, partially accounted for associations between poverty and psychotic-like experiences in mid-childhood.\textsuperscript{82} Longitudinal MRI analyses are required to disentangle the associations between poverty, neural development, and psychotic symptoms.

**Social Disconnection** Cross-sectional work finds association of social disconnection with reduced gray matter volume in hippocampus and dorsolateral and orbitofrontal cortices.\textsuperscript{33,83} Social isolation increases the average time between psychosis onset and treatment initiation. Longitudinal MRI findings indicate longer durations of untreated psychosis result in greater hippocampal atrophy.\textsuperscript{84}

**Functional Brain Changes.** Functional neuroimaging is commonly employed to assess functional brain changes.

**Racism and Neighborhood** Race-related negative life experiences reportedly produce lower amygdala reactivity in Blacks compared to Whites.\textsuperscript{85} Neighborhood disadvantages including crime and resource limitations are linked to increased amygdala-inferior parietal connectivity. Race-related discrimination is associated with greater salience network connectivity (amygdala-dorsal anterior cingulate cortex or ACC, amygdala-insula), spontaneous amygdala activity, and amygdala-thalamus functional connectivity in Black adults.\textsuperscript{86} These alterations may alter connectivity with dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) and impair cognitive control including response inhibition and context maintenance. Parietal activation helps provide the DLPFC with the ability to shift attentional focus and information on learned stimulus–response pairings. The ACC is a part of the “control loop” necessary for detecting response conflict, and signaling when inhibition may improve task performance.
Increased parietal activation and reduced ACC activation are associated with schizophrenia development among genetically high-risk persons.87

**Neurochemical Changes.** Neurochemical systems that have been investigated in SSPD include oxytocin, cortisol, and brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF). A recent review88 reported mixed results in 15 studies of oxytocin levels in serum or plasma of persons with schizophrenia as well as in 42 intervention trials of intranasal oxytocin as an augmentation to antipsychotics, most of which were double-blind randomized controlled trials. Glucocorticoid pathways, which impact the HPA axis, produce lasting effects on stress sensitivity and cortisol release, and reduce the neurotrophic effects of BDNF.89

**Childhood Poverty** Impoverished environments can lead to extended HPA axis activation, resulting in altered glucocorticoid release, especially in regions with high glucocorticoid receptor expression like hippocampus, amygdala, and prefrontal cortex.90,91 When impacted by chronic stress, these regions may contribute to the development of psychotic symptoms.92–94

**Social Disconnection** Neural correlates of social cognition and behavior in animal models and healthy humans suggest potential neurochemical mechanisms that might mediate the influence of SDoHs on schizophrenia. Social information is processed by specific neural circuits modulated by oxytocin, serotonin, dopamine, and other molecules.95 Rodents exposed to other intimidating rodents become submissive and develop a sensitized dopaminergic system; this “social defeat” has been proposed as a plausible (but unproven) model for schizophrenia.96 Numerous social stimuli trigger oxytocin release from hypothalamic neurons, including social touch97 and mutual eye contact.98 This release can modulate information processing early in sensory pathways99–101 to increase the salience of social stimuli and modulate neural plasticity. Social information is subsequently processed by a network of oxytocin-sensitive brain regions, including nucleus accumbens, which is critical for social reward learning, amygdala, which determines the valence of social stimuli, and hippocampus, which forms social memories. These neural processes culminate in behavioral output and endocrine signaling, which can have far-reaching effects on health and somatic physiology.102

**Cannabis Use** The use of cannabis is widespread across ethnic and socioeconomic groups who use it for different reasons.103–106 Yet, Black and Latinx youth in the US report higher rates of smoking marijuana compared to their White counterparts.107 Emerging evidence suggests that location of108 and ease of access to dispensaries109,110 may be disproportionately greater for transitional-age minoritized youth. Dispensary density may be associated with hospitalization related to cannabis use, particularly among lower socioeconomic status (SES) or minoritized youth.111 Alcohol and tobacco literature also demonstrates increased use of these substances related to greater ease of access.112,113 Black and Latinx girls are disproportionately exposed to stress and trauma, including childhood maltreatment, poverty, and community violence, which are associated with early-onset cannabis114,115 consumption.116

Early, frequent cannabis use may increase the risk of psychosis 2–3-fold as repeated delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol exposure leads to a decrease in the effective dopaminergic tone,117 as is seen with other drugs of abuse, resulting in flat affect and anhedonia. A British study revealed that daily use of potent cannabis products increased risk of psychotic disorder 5-folds,118 and a much larger European study of different population groups found in multivariate logistic regression that the risk from daily use of cannabis of varied potencies was only modestly dependent on the age of onset of use119—ie, frequency of use had a far greater impact.

A functional polymorphism in the catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT) gene is associated with increased dopamine signaling and reduced prefrontal cortex dopamine levels.118 Adolescents with this polymorphism who use cannabis are at 5-fold greater risk of developing a psychotic disorder than those without.119 There is likely an interaction between level of adversity and cannabis use related to psychiatric outcomes.120 Cannabis use ranks among the topmost well-replicated environmental factors, including recreational drugs, relevant to developing schizophrenia in terms of effect size.121–123

**Changes in Neuroplasticity.** Neuroplasticity refers to the ability of the brain to modify its function or structure in response to experience and use. Neuroplasticity consists of multiple mechanisms that allow the brain to learn and remember, predict and plan, coordinate and execute movements, and recover after injury. The mechanisms that underlie brain plasticity can be functional (changes in the physiology of a synapse) and/or structural (anatomical changes in the brain).124,125 NMDA receptors (NMDAR) are commonly studied to assess neuroplasticity.

Several lines of evidence suggest impaired neuroplasticity in schizophrenia, particularly through hypofunctional excitatory NMDARs.126,127 Hypofunctional NMDARs expressed on GABAergic neurons result in decreased inhibitory GABA production and release, and thus disinhibition of excitatory glutamatergic neurons and dysfunctional circuitry.128 Hypofunctional NMDARs on excitatory neurons reduce dopaminergic innervation and activity of glutamatergic and GABAergic neurons.129 Postmortem studies show altered expression of NMDAR subunits and related signaling molecules in schizophrenia.130 Genetic linkage studies identify several candidate susceptibility genes.
directly linked to NMDAR-mediated. A single photon emission tomography study showed reduced NMDARs in the hippocampus of medication-free individuals with schizophrenia. Clinically, NMDAR antagonists exacerbate symptoms in persons with schizophrenia and produce a psychotic state in healthy individuals that mimics positive, negative, and cognitive features of schizophrenia.

**Early-Life Adversities** In a finding relevant to SSPD, lower SES in childhood or downward SES trajectory starting from childhood was associated with lower blood flow in prefrontal cortex in adulthood. This suggests a deficit in activities that promote neuroplasticity during development, as neuroplasticity deficits can lead to lower blood flow in the prefrontal cortex attributable to the cerebrovascular processes. Thus, lower blood flow can be a marker of what occurred during brain development from certain childhood SDoHs, including low SES, threats, deprivation, and traumas, pointing toward a mechanism that deserves additional research.

**Social Disconnection** Preclinical studies show a negative impact of social disconnection on prefrontal and hippocampal plasticity. Social isolation and its detrimental impact on plasticity could be an outcome of the illness itself, or an outcome of the interaction among other SDoHs. There seems to be an interaction between gender and impact of social isolation on hippocampal plasticity and the potential of ketamine to rescue hippocampal plasticity. Women's psychosis is more influenced by trauma compared to men, and consequently needs more trauma-informed interventions.

**Racism** Structural racism comprises multiple pathways which result in poor education, impoverished environments, limited access to care and recovery programs, and comorbidities, which are all associated directly or indirectly with impaired neuroplasticity.

**Discussion**

Schizophrenia is caused, in part, by a number of genes; however, social factors such as early-life adversities including childhood poverty increase that risk significantly through epigenetics and other processes. Other SDoHs such as social isolation, racism, migration, and socioeconomically disadvantaged neighborhoods contribute to cumulative toxic stress, which increases allostatic load and leads to accelerated biological aging. These pathophysiological perturbations can result in specific pathological changes in brain structure, function, chemistry, and neuroplasticity. The resulting neuro-psycho-physical pathology leads to greater severity and worse course of the illness along with increased physical comorbidity and premature mortality.

Collectively, research suggests that, through systemic pathophysiological and neurobiological processes, SDoHs such as early-life adversities, social disconnection, racism, and poverty interact with psychological and biological factors to form a vicious cycle in which each contributing factor exacerbates the adverse impact of others. While these pathways have not yet been explicitly examined in the context of psychosis, it is plausible that these processes may be at play in linking SDoHs to increased risk and severity of schizophrenia and worse course and prognosis. Based on the limitations of the published research (see below), it is difficult to establish a definitive sequence of events that associate SDoHs with pathological changes at systemic and neurobiological levels, leading to greater incidence of and worse outcomes in SSPD. However, several areas where possible explanations of this type have been offered are listed below.

(1) Some investigators have proposed a Bayesian model for higher rates of schizophrenia among migrants, refugees, and marginalized communities who experience severe stress from discrimination and social exclusion. These adverse experiences challenge the individuals' prior knowledge and social trust that existed in their earlier social life, leading to increased focus on current environmental stimuli, particularly when the persons feel threatened. Those at high risk for psychosis may overinterpret or misinterpret ambiguous or unfamiliar situations as being hostile. This stimulates stress-associated increases in striatal dopaminergic neurotransmission and reduces prefrontal dopamine release, impairing cortical processing of unfamiliar or threatening stimuli and leading to paranoid thinking.

(2) Cacioppo, Cole, and colleagues have postulated a bidirectional association between social isolation and adverse pathophysiological and neurobiological effects, resulting in a vicious neurobehavioral cycle.

In the absence of a supportive social community, a systemic network of threat detection and response circuits activates the sympathetic nervous system, altering immune cell gene expression and cell development via beta-adrenergic signaling pathways in the blood, lymphoid organs, and bone marrow, resulting in increased inflammatory biology. This “conserved transcriptional response to adversity,” which was adaptive in ancestral times, incurs substantial health costs in modern cultural conditions where social disconnection becomes chronic. On the other hand, peripheral immune activity can reciprocally regulate brain function in general and neurobiological substrates of social connection in particular. Circulating pro-inflammatory cytokines can trigger the brain to release a package of “sickness behaviors” that includes fatigue, anxiety, and reduced social motivation. The resultant
reductions in social interaction may trigger a vicious cycle of social disconnection, inflammatory defense response, and further withdrawal. These biological threat responses are amplified among individuals from lower socioeconomic strata or unsafe physical environments such as violent neighborhoods. The social defeat hypothesis of SSPD states that the negative experience of social exclusion leads to sensitization or increased baseline activity of mesolimbic dopamine system, increasing the risk of SSPD in early-generation migrants. However, limitations of this hypothesis include unclear definition and presumed immeasurability of social defeat.

Cannabis use is a major risk factor for SSPD, especially in minoritized youth. The mechanism by which THC increases vulnerability to psychosis is well-described, via mesolimbic dopaminergic projections from ventral tegmental area to nucleus accumbens, identified in positive symptoms and incentive salience. Importantly, cannabis exposure is preventable.

Muscatell et al.’s model describes possible neural and inflammatory mechanisms linking racism and health. Racism may disrupt connectivity among the salience, default mode, and executive control networks, leading to greater sympathetic nervous system signaling, HPA axis activation, and increased expression of pro-inflammatory genes. Persistence of such pathology results in chronic physical and mental health conditions. This model relates to serious mental illnesses including SSPD.

The literature reviewed has several limitations. Most of the published clinical studies were cross-sectional, employed variable clinical, and biomarker assessments, had different sample sizes, and often did not control for various interacting and confounding variables. Some of the studies, although relevant to this topic, did not include persons with SSPD. There are excellent studies in animals that appear relevant to schizophrenia, although the animal models of schizophrenia used had important limitations. A majority of the studies focused on the risk of developing schizophrenia although a few examined other important health outcomes such as severity of psychopathology and physical comorbidity. A barrier to understanding neurobiology of SDoHs in SSPD is a lack of longitudinal studies using validated clinical and biological measures to test model-based causal hypotheses. Such research is critical for developing biologically based interventions as well as prevention strategies. Our review is a first step in that process.

The putative model presented in figure 1 and table 1 offers a possible conceptual framework for designing future studies of how specific SDoHs increase the risk and worsen the outcomes in people with SSPD. Prospective longitudinal investigations with large samples of diverse groups of persons with SSPD and well-matched comparison individuals, employing the various suggested measures and sophisticated multivariate statistical analyses are warranted.

There is also a critical need for developing and testing interventions, both income-based and service-based, in children and adults with schizophrenia, at the biological level. Examining the biological effects of interventions will provide objective, measurable evidence regarding the benefits of the interventions and also deeper insights into how certain experiences can have lasting effects on behavior and health. Below are some examples of intervention research relevant to biology of SDoHs.

Social Integration.

The interface between peripheral threat responses and central nervous system-mediated social motivation creates a complex feedback network that likely evolved to maintain social resilience under favorable social conditions but can inadvertently perpetuate social disadvantages under unfavorable conditions. However, this reciprocal regulatory system also offers counterintuitive opportunities to break the vicious cycle of social isolation and biological defense by engaging in prosocial activity, which has been found to be surprisingly effective in reducing perceptions of social isolation, lowering inflammatory pathology, and enhancing antiviral immune response. Pragmatic interventions promoting positive social interactions should be tested.

Social Safety Net and Resilience.

Previous work indicates that an increased social safety net may mitigate the impact of poverty on brain development and may, therefore, lower the risk of developing psychosis spectrum symptoms. A recent study reported strong associations between childhood poverty with its neural effects and psychosis spectrum symptoms. It is also important to investigate to what extent resilience and social support interact to attenuate the risk of poverty-associated structural neural impairments and development of psychosis.

Oxytocin.

Some evidence suggests that interventions timed around an individual’s first episode of psychosis might delay or reduce the risk of progression to schizophrenia by disrupting this cycle. Given its role in social cognition, the oxytocin system is a promising therapeutic target for alleviating the negative symptoms of schizophrenia. However, while oxytocin increases the salience of social information and facilitates social learning, it does not necessarily induce prosocial behavior. As such, it is critical to pair any oxytocin-mediated therapy with a positive psychosocial therapeutic strategy to enhance social learning and reinforce the rewarding properties of social interactions. This approach has recently shown efficacy in treating other psychiatric disorders with social deficits, including autism.
and post-traumatic stress disorder or PTSD.174 If effective for schizophrenia, oxytocin-based pharmaco-psycho-social interventions might do more than alleviate symptoms – they might also mitigate the biopsychosocial feedback loop contributing to disease progression.

Maternal and Childhood Nutrition

Maternal.

Obesity during pregnancy is associated with increased risk of neurodevelopmental disorders, including autism spectrum disorder, in the offspring.175 In an animal study, maternal high-fat diet (MHFD) induced a shift in microbial ecology that negatively impacted offspring’s social behavior.175 Social deficits and gut microbial dysbiosis in MHFD offspring were prevented by co-housing with offspring of mothers on a regular diet (MRD). MHFD offspring had fewer oxytocin immunoreactive neurons in the hypothalamus than MRD offspring. Using metagenomics and precision microbiota reconstitution, the investigators identified a single commensal strain, _L. reuteri_, that increased oxytocin levels and corrected social deficits in MHFD offspring. If extrapolated to humans, these findings suggest that future probiotic treatment may relieve behavioral abnormalities associated with neurodevelopmental disorders.176

Childhood.

To date, there is very little published research on childhood nutrition in relationship to psychosis risk. One study reported marginal evidence for an association between altered levels of omega-6 fatty acids in childhood and increased risk of later psychosis,177 but more work is clearly warranted.

Neurostimulation.

Noninvasive Brain Stimulation (NIBS) comprises several modalities that modulate brain activities, including electrical and magnetic forms of stimulation. NIBS is believed to cause therapeutic effects by targeting neuroplasticity-based mechanisms.178,179 NIBS, through its modulation of brain plasticity, has the potential to remedy cognitive impairment or, also, if appropriately timed, provide resilience against adverse SDoHs’ detrimental effects. It may be combined with trauma-informed treatments, especially in women with schizophrenia having a history of early-life adversities.140

In sum, the proposed biological model points to the direction of future research that could suggest specific strategies for prevention and treatment of the risk factors, thereby promoting better mental, physical, and cognitive health in people with SSPD. We believe that biology of SDoHs in schizophrenia is an exciting new frontier for research that has a strong potential for innovative multidisciplinary team science which can markedly improve the symptoms, course, and prognosis of this serious and life-shortening illness.

Supplementary Material

Supplementary material is available at https://academic.oup.com/schizophreniabulletin/.
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